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Briefly

U.S. completes airlift as new fighting erupts in Vietnam

PINE TREE, Ind. — Plans completed their execution here today when a C-130 transport plane flew 13 wounded American soldiers out of Vietnam to Thailand Tuesday morning for final new fighting erupting in South Vietnam.

Histories of the private and the public were brought together by two Vietnam veterans and Cambodian leaders in the nation's capital yesterday.

Established diplomatic relations

WASHINGTON — The U.S. and Japan established diplomatic relations Jan. 6, 1951.

NEw / The
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fighter pilot. According to a family spokesman, he had been struck by a propeller blade.

One desert survivor may be
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Day care funding for students cut
By DAVID GOUNOLES

Students still visit Europe despite high travel costs
By WILLIAM NICHOLS

Last census effort made to ensure federal funds
By WILLIAM NICHOLS

Medical program to expand
By THE DAILY IOWAN

News / The Daily Iowan

Day care funding for students cut

The Iowa Department of Health and Human Services has notified UI students that financial aid for Title XX of the Social Security Act program will end in the fall. A new program being offered by the University of Iowa, called the University Childcare Program, is designed to provide quality day care for UI students and their families.

Students still visit Europe despite high travel costs

Travel Abroad agrees that although they have increased its prices 35 percent this year, traveling to Europe is economical and reasonable.

Last census effort made to ensure federal funds

Census officials have begun a new $700,000 attempt to find those Iowa residents that were originally missed. Census workers from throughout the state will be going door-to-door during the next few weeks to locate and interview those who were missed in the 1980 census.

Medical program to expand

The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services has notified UI students of a new PA program being offered to UI students interested in primary care. The program, which is being offered through the University of Iowa College of Medicine, will provide UI students with an opportunity to pursue a career in primary care medicine.
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Students still visit Europe despite high travel costs

Travel Abroad agrees that although they have increased its prices 35 percent this year, traveling to Europe is economical and reasonable. By renting a car, a student may be able to save money on public transportation and enjoy the freedom of travel that comes with driving a car. However, it is important to plan ahead and ensure that the car is rented from a reputable company.

Last census effort made to ensure federal funds

Census officials have begun a new $700,000 attempt to find those Iowa residents that were originally missed. Census workers from throughout the state will be going door-to-door during the next few weeks to locate and interview those who were missed in the 1980 census.

Medical program to expand

The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services has notified UI students of a new PA program being offered to UI students interested in primary care. The program, which is being offered through the University of Iowa College of Medicine, will provide UI students with an opportunity to pursue a career in primary care medicine.
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Reagan and the ERA

The Platform Committee of the Republican Party should resist an attempt by Ronald Reagan to turn back the ERA by a Right to Life Amendment. Reagan has said he would veto any ERA legislation if nominated as his party's presidential candidate when Reagan meets in mid-September. He continues to support the amendment despite the fact that it is Ancillary in response to the proposal. His opposition has left the Platform Committee with no realistic option but to support the ERA. Otherwise, the committee would have to support the amendment, which would probably result in the party's nomination of Reagan.

The ERA is needed to eliminate sex discrimination in this country, and it should not be watered down so that Reagan and his staunch supporters can save it.

TERRY SMITH Staff Writer

But what will it cost?

Although state for redlining open in the Union have been agreed to, the financial statement of moving costs is tentative at best. Union administrators have said that $250,000.00-$250,000.00 is available from a fund for Union renovation, and the moving costs must be considered in addition to the $250,000.00-$250,000.00. The union must be concerned because many kinds of physical improvements were being considered and they could not be estimated. In addition, the administration university, as the amount for the move is not known, the faculty has approved an estimated that $250,000.00-$250,000.00 would be spent, at the expense incurred in the union. Other universities have moved.

Expecting an on-the-button estimate of every moving expense is unreasonable. The union must be concerned because many kinds of physical improvements were being considered and they could not be estimated. In addition, the administration university, as the amount for the move is not known, the faculty has approved an estimated that $250,000.00-$250,000.00 would be spent, at the expense incurred in the union. Other universities have moved.

The weight of the deficit now rests on the administrative board. The deficit was the work of the students, and it should not be covered by the student group or Office of Student Affairs. The deficit was the work of the students, and it should not be covered by the student group or Office of Student Affairs. The deficit was the work of the students, and it should not be covered by the student group or Office of Student Affairs.

The administrators say they could not prepare an estimate of every moving expense. Expecting an on-the-button estimate of every moving expense is unreasonable. The union must be concerned because many kinds of physical improvements were being considered and they could not be estimated. In addition, the administration university, as the amount for the move is not known, the faculty has approved an estimated that $250,000.00-$250,000.00 would be spent, at the expense incurred in the union. Other universities have moved.
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The administrators say they could not prepare an estimate of every moving expense. Expecting an on-the-button estimate of every moving expense is unreasonable. The union must be concerned because many kinds of physical improvements were being considered and they could not be estimated. In addition, the administration university, as the amount for the move is not known, the faculty has approved an estimated that $250,000.00-$250,000.00 would be spent, at the expense incurred in the union. Other universities have moved.
$355,927 Donham, associate professor of Medicine, said a three-year, $355,927 research grant will fund the development of the study materials, he said.

Donham said the trend in medical practice in a rural area, "is definitely not just your average poverty stricken, head off to work or in a bar."

"It's not that they can't provide their own health care," she said. "It's not that they have not the facilities or the manpower."

"The communities chosen for the study were stems from a problem."

"We're paying for the communities that have the fewest resources," Platt said. "We're paying for the communities that have the most needs."
Underground homes in city okay if codes are met

By DAVID HUTCHIN

While most construction of earth- sheltered homes in Johnson County has been
in compliance with the county building inspector, said that while building
permits for earth-sheltered homes in Iowa City have been increas
in recent years, there has been some controversy about the
correct application of building codes.

Because plenty of interest is continuing
underground homes in the city, Johnson County
recently approved a building code for such structures.

"We're not the first city in the state to
approach this with a code," said City Planning Director
Barbara Warden.

The code was approved in response to a request from
the Friends of the Earth, an environmental group that had
been concerned about the legality of underground homes
in Iowa City.

Despite the code, some local officials and builders say the
bans on underground homes can be lifted if developers who are interested in con
structing such homes approach the city and work out a
workable solution.

EARL RABBING, an Iowa City
building inspector, said that while building
permits for earth-sheltered homes in Iowa City have been increasing in recent years, there hasn't been an increase in the number of homes actually constructed.

"We're seeing more people expressing interest in constructing underground homes," said RABBING. "But it's still a relatively new concept and there are some concerns about how it will affect the environment.

The code approved by the city defines an underground home as one that is built below ground level and extends no more than a story above ground level. This means that the home must be constructed with a wall or otherwise enclose the structure, in addition to the building materials and systems used in the construction of traditional above-ground homes.

The code also requires that underground homes be designed and built to meet specific standards for earth pressure and other environmental concerns. This means that the home must be designed to withstand the pressure of the earth around it, and that the materials used in construction must be environmentally friendly.

Despite these requirements, some developers have expressed interest in constructing underground homes in Iowa City, and the city is considering a possible moratorium on new developments to allow time for the code to be implemented.

The code is still in its early stages of development and will be reviewed and amended as necessary. In the meantime, RABBING said that developers interested in constructing underground homes should approach the city and work out a solution that meets the requirements of the code.
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Sports

A.L. suffers ninth straight All-Star loss

Big Ten considering women's sports

Hot Power hitters win fourth

Phil's face drug investigation

Daily Iowan Classifieds bring results

Sportsbriefs

Elliott to receive award

Padres fire general manager

Tall Jones hangs gloves

Plexi-forms

campus

CONNECTICUT STATE COLLEGE

C.C.

SOMEBODY GOOFED

Water